there are several hundred coloured line drawings, sketches and diagrams drawn by Sylvia Treadgold. Many of the illustrations are quite simple, others attempt, often successfully, to explain complex three-dimensional movements during organogenesis. Legends are kept to the minimum compatible with satisfactory information.
It is difficult with this sort of presentation to be other than terse in style. So much is covered in both text and illustrations, and it is commendable that as many aspects of embryology are introduced, that occasional lapses into 'telegraphese' are unavoidable. There is also too much of what one might call the classical descriptions of organogenesis, overtly complex descriptions of morphogenetic arrangements that might best be left in the original papers for the few who really want to know about such matters. Perhaps the authors could do an analysis ofjust how much of the material they include will have been instructive to their readers in five years' time and of use in twenty. There are many admirably thought out sections, at the beginning and at the end, though work on teratogenesis might perhaps have been placed better after the short section on gene action, and should be expanded rather than as an appendix. Biochemical abnormalities can be as devastating to man as many of a morphological nature. R The pharmacology of smooth muscle is a developing area of research and the material contained in this volume represents a full and clear statement of the extent of knowledge in this important subject up to the time of the Prague meeting of which this symposium is a part. The editor of the volume, Dr Edith Bulbring, herself an outstanding and prolific contributor in this field, has brought together fourteen prominent scientists who show how the insights of modern research have revolutionized our understanding of the morphological, biochemical and biophysical basis of smooth muscle behaviour. The ground is well covered and clearly described. The importance of calcium is discussed in detail by several authors and special consideration is given to theoretical pharmacological problems. At the same time a particular effort is made by the contributors to outline the current difficulties and problems which face investigators in'this field.
All who wish to undertake similar work should consult this volume because the information contained in it springs from an unrivalled personal experience. Moreover, because of the importance of the smooth muscle for so many functions of the body, information on its structure and functional properties is commonly required by workers in a number of disciplines. All The first section deals with hormonal carcinogenesis and the work of Bulbrook and his associates on the discriminant function is fully described and its importance explained. This paper, and that by Beck and his co-workers, cover the hormonal aspects of the problem in relation to human breast cancer. The remaining papers in this section deal with the more experimental aspects of the hormonal mechanisms of carcinogenesis in the laboratory animal.
